
   ROAD READY STAGE SYSTEM 

The ultimate in portablilty and easy set-up our Stage 
System definately steals the show! Versatile, strong 
and lightweight, our stage sytem consists of modular 
lightweight platforms and risers that can be combined 
to create customized stages in various heights, shapes 
and configurations. The Road Ready Stage System also 
features our unique internal locking sytem so you can 
be sure your the stage is bolted tight and safe to use 
and each system can bear 900 KGS/square meter!  To 
top it off, the whole stage folds up neatly into a optional 
Rugged ATA case so it’s ready to hit the road. Go on feel 
free to take the stage!

Standard Stage Platform Sizes
SP5050 -19.6” X 19.6” inches ( 50 x 50 cm)
SP10050 -39” x 19.6” inches ( 100 x 50 cm)
SP100100 -39” x 39” inches ( 100 x 100 cm)
SP20050 -78” x 19.6” inches ( 200 x 50 cm)
SP200100-78” x 39” inches ( 200 x 100 cm)
SPC5050-19.5” 1/4 circular pieces ( 50 cm)
SPC100100-39” 1/4 circular pieces ( 100 cm)

Standard Height of Risers
Risers for SP5050 Stage Platform
SR505020 -8” inches high (20cm) 
SR505030-12” inches high (30cm)
SR505040-16” inches high (40cm)
SR505060-24” inches high (60cm)

Risers for SP10050 Stage Platform
SR1005020 -8” inches high (20cm) 
SR1005030-12” inches high (30cm)
SR1005040-16” inches high (40cm)
SR1005060-24” inches high (60cm)

Risers for SP100100 Stage Platform
SR10010020 -8” inches high (20cm) 
SR10010030-12” inches high (30cm)
SR10010040-16” inches high (40cm)
SR10010060-24” inches high (60cm)
SR100100120-48” inches high (120 cm)

Risers for SP20050 Stage Platform
SR2005020 -8” inches high (20cm) 
SR2005030-12” inches high (30cm)
SR2005040-16” inches high (40cm)
SR2005060-24” inches high (60cm)

Risers for SP200100 Stage Platform
SR20010020 -8” inches high (20cm) 
SR20010030-12” inches high (30cm)
SR20010040-16” inches high (40cm)
SR20010060-24” inches high (60cm)

  Available in various heights
  sizes and configurations

  Folds Down for Easy 
   Transport

Customize and create your own 
stage to fit your needs.

Risers for SPC5050 Stage Platform
SRC505020 -8” inches high (20cm) 
SRC505030-12” inches high (30cm)
SRC505040-16” inches high (40cm)
SRC505060-24” inches high (60cm)

Risers for SPC100100 Stage Platform
SRC10010020 -8” inches high (20cm) 
SRC10010030-12” inches high (30cm)
SRC10010040-16” inches high (40cm)
SRC10010060-24” inches high (60cm)
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